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ACTIVE TOYS = ACTIVE KIDS
Canadian kids are spending less time
outside than ever before. We know that
kids move more, sit less and play longer
when they’re outside. Having the right
toys and gear can help get them outside
to play. This year, give them a gift that
inspires them to move.
Our Active Toy Guide is filled to the brim
with gifts and stocking stuffers to help
kids of all ages burn off steam, chart an
active outdoor adventure and experience
the joy of movement.

Special thanks to this year’s
Toy Expert:
Sydney - MasterMind Toys Regina &
Saskatoon

The products described in this guide
were found at, but not limited to outlets
such as: The Sputtergotch Toy Company,
Mastermind Toys, Walmart, Canadian
Tire, Superstore, Toys ‘R’ Us, Sport Chek,
Chapters as well as online at Amazon.ca,
Hearthsong.com, Mindgames.ca, Indigo.
ca., Hammacher.com and Outsetmedia.
com.
Prices and availability are subject to
change and location.
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ACTIVE TOYS

Family Scavenger Hunt
This is a great way for the family to go on an adventure as soon as the box is opened! There are
two indoor clue card decks and two outdoor clue card decks for kids and adults, so this game is
all weather permitting! Ready, Set ….Hunt!

Funsparks
Glow In The Dark Lawn Darts
When you get bored of ring-toss and horseshoe games, opt for these glow-in-the-dark
lawn darts. Sporadically place the glowing rings around the lawn and see who in the
family has the best bull’s-eye aim.

ChalkScapes®
Mandalas
Family Challenge
Everyone competes in four types of events:
Vision, Agility, Smarts and Luck. Each card
is its own mini game, with a new, unique
challenge. Win the most challenges to win
the most medals and the game!
Physical Literacy choice!

Outdoor fun for young artists! Turn
sidewalks and driveways into colorful
art exhibits with this set of two easy-touse, artistically adaptable stencils and
cosmically colored chalks. Trace the
stencil as a unit, mark it into mix-andmatch quadrants, or use the fun motifs
separately—the options are limitless.
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ACTIVE TOYS

Unicorn Hopper

Little Rocker Swan
Exclusive high quality rocker, designed in
Europe. When pressing the leg of the cuddly
swan it also plays music that makes rocking
even more fun. Little rocker encourages
balance, motor skills, musical awareness
and helps strengthen muscles.

Paddle Tether Ball
Launch tether ball excitement to a new level
of extreme action! In this classic game made
more fun, kids have to think and move fast
as they knock the foam ball back and forth
around the pole using sturdy paddles. The
goal is to make the entire tether wrap around
the pole in your direction!

Jumpy hopper develops balance control,
strengthens muscles, builds confidence,
increases coordination skills and is good
exercise. These hoppers can be used both
indoors and outdoors. A great product which
keeps kids active and promotes a healthier
lifestyle. Also a great friend for a child.
Physical Literacy choice!

Ultra Dash
Move fast when the colors flash! Set out
the five targets to design your course. Place
them on shelves, under tables, on opposite
sides of the room – Even switch up the
excitement by hiding them. Keep up with the
changing colours. Whatever color the Tagger
lights up with, run fast to place it onto the
matching target!

3 in 1 Activity Center Trampoline
This activity centre combines two favourite activities with a ball pit and a trampoline. Designed
for year-round fun, this three-in-one activity centre is customized for both outdoor and indoor
play. The transition from pit to trampoline is easy, and a handle bar can be added for younger
kids on the trampoline.
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ACTIVE TOYS

Electronic Fun Boxing Set
Kids can practice their boxing on this cool Inflatable Boxing
Stand. It features a 120cm heavy duty punch bag. Fill the
base of your Boxing Stand with sand or water for stability.
Great for training skills and it includes lights and sounds
when you hit the targets!

Gonge Hilltops
The Gonge Hilltops are a set of five
“stones” that can be used to make an
obstacle course. They promote balance and
coordination as kids step from one to the
other, and they can be stacked for storage.
This is a long lasting toy because it can be
used from toddlers on up to teens. Physical
Literacy choice!

The Floor is Lava
Everyone has played a version of this game
as a child, most likely jumping all over the
furniture in their living room trying to stay
off the dangerous floor. The Floor is Lava
is a brand new game where players must
imagine the floor is molten hot lava, while
spinning for their colour and jumping along
foam pieces in order to reach safety.

Bubble Ball
Inflate the Bubble Ball up to 4 feet, climb inside, and then roll, crash, run, and smash while the
ball protects you. Made from durable material, it can withstand tremendous impacts. Features
safety straps and handles for extra stability.
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Just Jump It
Let’s Go Code
Activity Set

Who won’t enjoy clomping around the house
with this Stepper toy? A old classic from our
youth still around. The Stepper is a great
way for kids to practice their balance and
coordination. Physical Literacy choice!

Gorilla Gym

A non-digital way to introduce children to
early coding and programming concepts
with team-based play that will have them
hopping, stepping and turning. Team-based
play builds gross motor skills and directional
sense.

Climb, swing and play all day in the comfort
and safety of your home. Gorilla Gym brings
the fun of the outdoors into your home. This
unique design installs right in your doorway.
Physical Literacy choice!

YOUR kids need at least 60 minutes
of physical activity every day!

minutes
at home

minutes
at school

minutes in the community

the minimum minutes
of physical activity our children and
youth need!

YOU’VE GOT THIS. WE CAN HELP!
saskatchewaninmotion.ca
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LET’S MOVE
THIS WINTER SEASON
1
Bowling passes

7
A family camping trip

2
Rent the rink for a family skate

3
Tickets to the nearest zoo,
science centre, kid friendly art
museum or a local sporting
event

4
Bundle up and head outside for
a day of sliding down a hill

5
A family hike

6
A night away at a hotel with an
indoor water park

8
Book a school or community
gymnasium for an afternoon

9

12
Plan a neigbourhood scavenger
hunt

Swim passes

10

13
Head to the nearest fishing hole

A day of zip lining

11
Head out for a cross country ski
or to a hill nearby

14
Host a family dance party

15
Horseback riding
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ACTIVE ELECTRONICS

LeapBand
Discover the only activity tracker made for
kids that encourages active play and healthy
habits with 50 fun challenges.

Bike Spoke Lights

Lego Walkie Talkie

Decorate your bike with awesome lights and
go out riding! Not only will it add style to
your ride but it will make for safe riding even
during dark nights!

Walkie talkies are fun for kids of all ages. The
cool Lego look of these will initially attract
kids to them, but the functionality of being
able to talk to each other for up to a mile
away is what will keep kids enraptured. The
design features a simple push-to-talk button
which makes it easy for kids to say “10-4”.

Laser X
This game of laser tag features infrared beam blasters that are
accurate up to 200 feet and sensors that recognize when you’re hit.
There’s even an interactive audio coach that feeds players tips and
tricks as you battle it out.

KID
TESTED

Beat the Clock
Stopwatch

Gigantic 6’ Piano Playmat
Let’s play some music with our hands and feet! This roll-out play mat is also a keyboard that
plays music! You can press the demo button, or record your own music. Press an instrument like
the saxophone, the violin or the guitar to hear different instruments as you play.

Jam-packed with great ideas to challenge
your skills and reflexes! Let’s get moving,
start the clock, who can run around the table
the fastest….so many fun ideas to do with
this set!
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INSPIRE KIDS THAT LOVE TO MOVE
PHYSICAL LITERACY GIVES KIDS:
• THE JOY OF MOVING
• THE OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN HOW THEIR BODIES MOVE & PUSH
THEIR LIMITS
• THE DRIVE TO EXPLORE THE WORLD AROUND THEM
• THE COFIDENCE & ENTHUSIASM TO PLAY
• THE FOUNDATION TO ENJOY A LIFETIME OF PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY
Find out more - Download our Physical Literacy infographic!

Get the kids moving with Push2Play®
– a one-of-a-kind active play resource
for families, classroom & PE teachers,
activity leaders and caregivers.
Visit push2play.ca today or
download the Push2Play®
iPhone app for more than
100 games in your pocket –
anywhere, anytime!
Great games PLUS rewards
for active play.
PRESENTED BY
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ACTIVE OUTDOOR TOYS

YBike
YBike Pewi Elite Ride
On Toy & Walking Buddy
This creative and engaging design provides
support for the child to build strength and
confidence to start walking on their own
beginning as young as 9 months. As a fun,
multi-directional ride-on, the acclaimed Pewi
encourages important motor skills such
as balance, coordination, body and space
awareness.

Zipfy Mini Luge
This cleverly designed snow sled has
been called the easiest, safest and most
exhilarating way to get down a hill. The Zipfy
features a unique lever that offers riders both
stability and turning ability, a rugged plastic
body, footrests and a comfy seat.

Your kids will have fun-filled days zooming
around the neighborhood with the YBIKE
Pro kick scooter. And you’ll enjoy knowing
there are built-in safety features: a stable,
three-wheel design; raised super-grip
surface on the deck; rear fender brake; and
extra-wide rear wheel. The kids won’t know
it, but riding the YBIKE helps develop balance
and coordination skills and how to lean and
steer.” Learning while doing—the best way
to learn.

Balance Blox
Designed for little feet, this kid-friendly
slackline kit offers lots of balancing fun for
beginners while helping build motor skills.
What a fun way to gain some balance for the
kiddos! Physical Literacy choice!

Stiga Snow Kick STX Snow
Scooter
A trick scooter for snow! Reinforced aluminum deck and one
piece handle bar with triple clamp makes it suitable for riding
down smaller hills. Physical Literacy choice!
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ACTIVE OUTDOOR TOYS

NERF N-Strike Elite Delta Trooper
Customize the Delta Trooper blaster for battle-ready action! This NERF N-Strike Elite blaster
comes with a separate stock and barrel extension for different configurations. After battlers size
up the battlefield and their opponents, they can configure the Delta Trooper blaster to optimize
their battle strategy. Use the blaster on its own to take on the competition.

Strider Balance Bike

This is a great beginner bike that teaches
coordination and confidence! The strider was
designed to be the best way for toddlers to
learn to ride by walking. A Strider Balance
Bike is the best first bike and is for a child
who has only been walking for a short time.
If your child can walk, they can ride a Strider!
Ultra Stomp Rocket is 100% KID powered! Run, jump and
STOMP on the launch pad to shoot your rocket up to 200 feet Physical Literacy choice!
in the air! That’s 20 stories high! Ultra Stomp Rocket is strong
and durable, and great for active, outdoor play.

Ultra Stomp Rocket

Ski Skooter

PlasmaCar
The PlasmaCar is a small ride on toy that uses the most inexhaustible energy on earth... kid
power! Hop on the Plasma Car and prepare to zip, zoom, & cruise! It’s a trike that looks and acts
like a race car from the future! Not your typical toy pedal car, this ride on toy even has adults
going car crazy!

Kids love riding scooters and skateboards,
but since summer is over, the amazing SKI
SKOOTER from Geospace opens up new
worlds of exploration for young riders, the
SNOW! The Skooter works on flat terrain as
well as hills...just leave one foot on the board
and push with the other. In dry, deep snow,
Ski Skooter acts like a snowshoe, allowing
riders to float on the surface. A cool ride!
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BUNDLE UP AND TAKE
IT OUTSIDE!
Studies show that time outdoors,
especially unstructured time in nature,
can increase curiosity, creativity
and problem solving ability in kids.
It also improves physical fitness
and coordination.

Our kids spend
a n av e r a g e o f o n ly
6 m i n u t e s i n n at u r e
e a c h d ay.

Add a Little Active Winter
Fun Into the Mix

1

5

9

Don’t hibernate.

Protect your kingdom!
Try the Ice Castle Capades from

Experience the great outdoors!

Gather your friends for a game
of ManTracker!

our friends at Push2Play.

2

6

Get creative!

Celebrate birds!

Make a snow sculpture like an animal
or a snowman. Use snow paint or food
colouring to brighten up your design.

Head out for a fun outdoor experience
Did you know there are over 350 different
species to be observed in Saskatchewan
year round!

3
Add a snowy twist to your
favourite game or sport.
Whether it’s soccer, baseball or football,
keep warm by running around in the snow.

4
Explore with a snowy
scavenger hunt.
Need a little inspiration, try out our Winter
Walking BINGO

7
Get in the spirit!
Take a walking twinkle tour of your
neighbourhood with the family. You never
know, this might be a new family holiday
tradition.

8
Learn a new winter activity.
Cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, skiing,
snowboarding and skating are few ideas
to get you started.

Dust off the toboggan and visit the local hill
for an afternoon of active fun.

10
Save your empty milk
or juice cartons!
Add coloured water and freeze
outdoors to see what structures you can
build with coloured blocks.

11
Warm up around
a winter campfire
Gather your friends and family, complete
with s’mores and stories.
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FAMILY FUN

Limbo Hop
Disc Golf
Enjoy a game of Disc Golf with friends and
family in any outdoors space. Fast setup and
compact storage makes this the ideal grab
and go game.

Kids will be hopping for joy over this new
twist on classic limbo excitement! Instead
of being held by friends, the limbo stick is
poised at the very top of a tall corkscrew
pole. Ready to Limbo?

OgoSport Super Sports
Disk Pack

Spike Ball

A bouncy game of catch! Grab a disk and
have a friend grab the other. Toss the
colourful ball to your partner and they will
bounce it off their disk. Catch it with yours
and toss it right back! Physical Literacy
choice!

Walk Like a Chicken
Activity Game
A great kid’s game for exercising the body
and the mind! Simply hide the 24 object
cards face down, then seek it out, while
acting it out! That’s right, if its the chicken
you seek, then walk like a chicken - or if its
the robot - start doing your best robot dance.
Use your memory to remember where the
cards are so you can fly like a superhero to
that card when it comes up in the round!

The sport of Spikeball is played 2 vs 2, with a taught hoola hoop sized Spikeball net placed
between teams. A player starts by serving the ball down on the net so it ricochets up at the
opponents. They have up to three hits between them (just like volleyball) to control the ball
and bounce it back off the net. When they miss, you score. Did we mention that there are no
boundaries?
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FAMILY FUN

Twangled Game
Round up your friends and prepare to get
Twangled as you laugh, think, stretch and
communicate to get yourselves into and
out of a twisted and tangled situation. This
team-building game develops problem
solving skills and gets everyone off the
couch and interacting.

Disc Slam
Disc Slam is an exciting, action packed travel
disc game you can play just about anywhere!
Each team of 2 players works together to
score exactly 21 points for the win.

Step 2 Kickback Soccer Goal and Pitch Back
Enjoy a fun game of soccer and practice your pitching and catching all in one. Practice scoring
goals, throwing and catching or hockey practice. Includes 1 soccer ball, 2 hockey sticks, 1 street
hockey puck and 1 pitch back ball.

Giant Tumbling Timbers

Bunch O Balloons

Warning: This giant game of Jenga is wildly
addicting! Watch parents and
kids play and laugh hysterically
as each block is carefully pulled
from the unsteady, wobbling
tower. The set comes with a
nylon carrying case, so you can
take the fun wherever you go.

Bunch O Balloons Fill & Tie is the simplest, easiest and best solution for kids and families to have
legendary water balloon fights. Fill and tie up to 100 water balloons in under 1 minute.

Haba Dancing Eggs
Catch the dancing egg! Now run around
the table - with the egg under your arm or
between your knees - as soon as an egg
drops, the game is over! Beware of egg
thieves! A boisterous bouncing action game
that is lively fun for the entire family.
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Raise kids who love to move...
Mom2Mom can help!
Podcast | Feature articles | Tips & tools
Shelley (mom of 2), Tracy (mom of 1) and Jayne (mom of 2) talk physical literacy and how parents, schools
and others can help kids become confident movers. The episode covers:
• whether running, jumping, throwing and other skills come naturally to kids
• why these skills are important building blocks for a happy, healthy life
• what childcare providers, schools and communities can do to help
• the fact that developing physical literacy isn’t as complicated as it sounds
Download the episode for later or just click “play” to listen online
any time.

www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/mom2mom

Click here
to a c c e s s a l l o f
the mom2mom
podcasts

MY ACTIVE TOY SHOPPING LIST

More Kids,
More Active,
More Often.

1870 Lorne Street
Regina, SK S4P 2L5
PHONE:

1-866-888-3648

saskatchewaninmotion.ca

